INTRODUCTION
The implementation of conventional x-ray imaging, ie., image intensifiers, standard linear diode arr ays (LDA's) in the inspection of waste could not be employed due to the various size conveyor tunnels, height of waste product and speed. This type inspection had to be conducted under very adverse conditions and in some instances continuously 24 hours a day. It was not possible to stop the stream of waste from the tipping floor nor to control its distribution within the conveyor. Until recently realtime x-ray has also been employed in numerous industrial applications but primarily as a manual operation where a technician makes the final acceptance or rejection decision. Computer processing of digitized radiographs has also emerged as has some automated systems where pattern recognition has been the main criteria for accept/reject analysis.
The instant requirement was to develop a fully automatic inspection system capable of inspecting waste automatically while providing a visual and audible signal to the crane operator of suspect contaminants. The operator would stop the line briefly while picking the suspect object from the conveyor. Conveyor size, speed, and depth of waste had to be taken into consideration when coming up with a design that would satisfy most if not all similar inspection applications. Until now this inspection operation was strictly manual, left to the tipping floor staff or crane operator. Undetected propane tanks that reach the shredder could result in a
